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 After what seemed like six interminable months, punctuated by the involvement of several of the Arcturus crew in the blockade of 

the Romulan border during the brief Klingon Civil War right as most of them had reported aboard their assigned front-line starships for on-

the-job training, the date they had all been waiting for finally arrived.  With a word of congratulations to Commodore Eric W. Johnson and 

his crew from Academy Superintendant Andrea Brand, the Arcturus crew’s training was declared completed and they were authorized to 

return to their starship to begin their one-year mission of exploration and adjustment, their ‘Training Cruise’ as the crew had started 

referring to it. 

 An hour later, Maddox, Engineering Specialist Juston DeChristofaro, Idrisu, Records Officer N’aghari, Security Officer 

Vespasian ‘Bullwhip’ Trent, and Medical Specialist Jedvega felt the familiar tingle of the Arcturus transporter beam, materializing on the 

transport platform of their beloved starship.  DeChristofaro relieved the transporter operator assigned by Spacedock and readied the 

circuits for the next group as the other six left the transporter room. 

 “Wow!” Idrisu shouted.  “They installed carpeting in the hallways!  These guys think of everything!”  He quickly ducked into the 

sciences labs to see that everything was in place. 

 “Next group ready,” the voice from the intercom panel stated. 

 “I love this part,” DeChristofaro said to himself as he activated the controls and beamed the next six crewmen aboard.  “The 

lights.  The controls.  The music... music?  There’s no music.  Oh, well.” 

 DeChristofaro continued as the next six crewmen left the transporter room a bit shaken after listening to the person who had 

beamed them aboard. 

 After settling back into their assigned quarters, attending a short though uneventful party, and getting a reasonable night’s sleep, 

Commodore Johnson, Lieutenant Kale, Ensign DuLac, Lt(JG) Arbelo, Lt Commander Maddox, Captain Solak, Lt Commander Timinar, 

Commander Baael, and Admiral Ackermann arrived on the bridge, taking their appropriate places.  They noted that while familiar, the 

Arcturus’ bridge module had been slightly modified and now incorporated Starfleet’s standard LCARS interface at each station.  As the 

crew readied their stations for departure, M’Rrastach presented Johnson with various reports for his review.  After reviewing the padd, the 

Commodore looked toward the helm and navigation console and ordered, “Thrusters at station keeping.  Deactivate mooring tractors.  

Stand by impulse engines.” 

 “Thrusters at station keeping,” Kale confirmed. 

 “Mooring tractors deactivated, Lord,” DuLac reported. 

 “Commodore, Spacedock control has cleared us for departure,” announced Arbelo from the communications console, his familiar 

earpiece sticking in one of the Terran/Vulcan/Efrosian’s semi-pointed ears. 

 One the main viewscreen, Johnson could see the spacedoor directly ahead slowly open, the blackness of space and the stars 

beyond beckoning to him. 

 “Mister Kale, thrusters ahead,” he ordered with a smile.  “Take us out!” 
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 As the Arcturus passed through the spacedoors, Johnson noticed that the ship moved more smoothly than usual.  ‘Must be those 

‘slight modifications that Starfleet made to the ship,’ Johnson mentally deduced as one of the turbolift doors opened and  Ian 

Valtirr arrived on the bridge. 

 “Ian!  To what do we owe this pleasure?” Johnson inquired. 

 “Well, Commodore, with the advent of the new century, some new crew positions have become available aboard Federation 

starships.  One of these new positions is Ship’s Counselor.  When I heard about the position during our training, I participated in several 

classes at Starfleet Medical and have fully qualified as a ship’s counselor.” 

  “I guess if Starfleet Command said you could do it...  Welcome aboard, Counselor,” Johnson said as he and Valtirr shook hands. 

 Johnson then activated the intercom on the arm of his command chair. 

 “Johnson to Engineering.” 

 “Lithir here, sir.” 

 “Lieutenant, have a couple of your engineers take out a shuttle so we can get a feel for the new sensor modifications.” 

 “Aye, sir.  I’ll send a team right away.” 



 Johnson looked over at the Vulcan at mission operations. 

 “Solak, put a tactical display on screen so we can see the shuttle when it appears.  Baael, when you detect the shuttle, give me all 

information on the shuttle that the sensors will provide.” 

 “Aye, sir,” both the Vulcan and Efrosian responded almost simultaneously. 

 A few minutes later, a shuttle appeared on the tactical display.  It took only a few seconds before Baael started reading off the 

sensor readings. 

 “Sir, the craft is a Vulcan designed shuttle with attached warpsled.  There are two occupants, one a male human and the other a 

female Caitian.  The shuttle’s phasers are unarmed and have a three-quarter charge remaining.  Neither the deflector shields nor the warp 

nacelles have been activated.  Shuttle is moving at one-eighth impulse power on course 266 mark 9 away from the main shuttlebay.”  As 

Johnson watched the tactical display on the main viewscreen, the projected course of the shuttle curved back toward the Arcturus.  “The 

shuttle has altered course and is now returning to the shuttlebay.” 

 Johnson was nearly stunned at the speed and accuracy of the information.  The engineers must have overhauled the sensors when 

they made the ‘slight modifications’ to the ship. 

 “Communique’ coming in direct from Starfleet Command,” Arbelo reported as the indicator on his console flashed. 

 “Put it on screen,” Johnson responded.  “It’s time we find out what the Fleet has come up with for us to do.” 

 Arbelo acknowledged and the face of an Andorian admiral appeared on the viewscreen. 

 “Commodore Eric W. Johnson,” the Andorian said with a slight nod of his head.  “I am Admiral K’Tik at Starfleet Operations.  

Our first mission for you in your new time period is to surveil the planet Tilkabor III, a colony world established by the Federation, 

Klingons, and other races, located in the unclaimed space between the Federation border and the Tholian Assembly.  According to our 

latest intelligence, the colonists appear to be amassing a space fleet with which they plan to cause problems between the United Federation 

of Planets and the Tholians.  The planetary system’s coordinates are being fed into your library computer databanks at this moment.  Your 

mission is to determine to what degree the colonists have progressed in the construction of an interstellar fleet and what – if any – plans 

they have for its use.  Good luck, Arcturus.  Starfleet Command, out.” 

 As the viewscreen quickly flashed the emblem of Starfleet Command before returning to the view of open space in front of the 

Arcturus, Johnson turned his attention on the young officer sitting at the console in front of him. 

 “Mister DuLac, set course for the coordinates Starfleet just transmitted to us,” Johnson ordered. 

 “Aye, M’Lord Commodore!” Ensign DuLac answered excitedly, happy to be back at the navigation station. 

 “Mister Kale, as soon as the course is laid in and we’re clear of the solar system, go to warp six, new scale.” 

 “Aye, sir,” Kale replied. 

 A few short hours later, the Arcturus was in warp for the first time since arriving in the 24
th
 century.  Stars flashed by faster than 

they could be noticed.  It felt good for the entire crew to be back on board the ship again.  The Arcturus family was together again, and the 

ship itself seemed better than ever.  The modifications the spacedock engineers had made to the engineering and support systems had the 

ship performing at 120% of her original capabilities.  The ship might be slightly undermanned due to the number of crew that had been left 

behind in the 23
rd

 century, the dozen or so lost when the ship emerged in the 24
th
 century, and the handful who had decided to resign their 

commissions and leave Starfleet, but Johnson had made few mistakes when he chose his crew, for there were very few who had left when 

given the opportunity.  Those that remained were considered above average officers and crew.  Johnson now had the best Starfleet could 

ever offer him.  The Commodore was now left with the few, the proud, the expert (and sometimes the slightly foolish, but that’s what made 

them lovable) crew of the time-displaced USS Arcturus. 

 

* * * 

 

 It took nearly two weeks for the Arcturus to reach the Tilkabor system beyond the edge of Federation space in the Alpha 

Quadrant.  As the Arcturus dropped out of warp on the edge of the solar system, Commander Baael confirmed Starfleet’s survey reports, 

noting that the third planet was indeed Class-M, with one major city and a single space port on opposite ends of the planet’s lone continent. 

 Admiral Ackermann suggested he lead a contingent of crewmen down to the planet for reconnaissance, but was stopped by the 

Commodore. 

 “Bryan, in the Starfleet of this century, it may be customary for the first officer to lead landing parties – or whatever they call 

them now – but being you are an admiral, Starfleet might consider you less expendable than another officer.  I’ll lead this landing party 

until Starfleet says that an admiral is more expendable than a commodore.” 

 “Yes, ‘Mom’,” Ackermann responded. 

 Johnson then turned to the Vulcan at mission ops and said, “Solak, assemble a landing party with the two of us included and 

prepare to have us beamed down in five minutes.” 

 “Aye, sir,” Solak replied as he began searching the computer banks for the appropriate crew members to bring down to the 

planet’s surface. 

 Solak signaled for chief medical officer Dr. Athena Arcadian, security specialist Mikalas Vasilakis, and the Horta geologist 

Navahrish to meet in the transporter room as Johnson signaled for Maddox to follow as well.  In the transporter room, the three officers 

from the bridge joined the remaining landing party members.  Johnson noted his Horta officer still had his specialized 23
rd

 century tricorder 

strapped to his ‘back’ between his vocorder and his cybernetic arms.  Each crew member moved into position on the transport pads.  A 

moment later they dematerialized. 

 After materializing on the planet’s surface, the landing party… ‘Must remember they call them away teams now,’ Johnson 



thought to himself… kneeled down to best remain out of sight as long as possible in case any of the planet’s inhabitants were around. 

 “->Tchht<- Commodore, my tricorder is detecting readings that indicate a moderately large city of approximately ten thousand 

occupants approximately two klicks to the east.  Life signs indicate mainly humans, but possibly also some Andorians and Klingons – 

though no more than a dozen of each.  Detectable technological level approximately that of the Federation about fifty years ago, which 

would make sense considering that this planet was colonized about seventy years ago according to the pre-mission brief we received from 

Starfleet Command and the fact the planet is located on the outskirts of Federation space.  The geology of this planet does not present any 

significant hazard to us,” the Horta reported as he interpolated the tricorder readings into useful information.  As Navahrish concluded his 

preliminary report, Maddox and Vasilakis moved off slightly to examine the topography, confident that the planet was safe for human life. 

 “Commodore,” Maddox called from the top of the hill a moment later.  “I have this odd feeling that we were expected.” 

 “What makes you say that, Commander?” Johnson inquired. 

 “This clearing, upon close inspection, just doesn’t seem natural.  It’s almost as if...” 

 Maddox’s response was cut off as a clear acrylic cube rose out of the ground, engulfing the entire landing party and smacking the 

Chief of Security soundly on the back of the head with its lid. 

 

* * * 

 

 On the bridge, the shifts were just changing.  Ackermann stayed in the center seat as the other Alpha shift crewmen exchanged 

positions with the Beta shift crew. 

 “Admiral,” Idrisu shouted from the science console a few minutes after the shift change.  “We are being approached by another 

ship!” 

 “Identify ship, Mr. Idrisu,” the Admiral responded. 

 “Sir, whatever it is, it has shields up, disruptors and photon torpedoes armed.  The computer shows no matching ship 

configuration, although...”  The Deltan man appeared to concentrate for a moment before he added, “I recognize the ship from intercepted 

Klingon intelligence reports from just before we left our original time period.  Let me see if we still have those old records in the 

databanks…  Yes!  It’s a Klingon Imperial Bird-of-Prey!  Records show that only a few were built before 2288 and were sold to worlds on 

the border of Klingon/Federation territory because the plans were intercepted by Starfleet Intelligence.  It has twice the normal firepower of 

the standard B'rel-class Bird-of-Prey, no cloaking device, and the wings have been designed to bend and grip other ships,” Idrisu specified 

as his console screens flashed with the multitude of images. 

 “At least there’s no cloaking device,” Ackermann sighed.  “Raise shields, arm phasers and photon torpedoes, Mr. Schwazz!  Let’s 

see what the modifications the Starfleet technicians installed can do.  Mr. M’Pazz, hail that vessel.” 

 “Aye, sir.  Shields are raised, phasers and photon torpedoes are armed,” helmsman Schwazz, who had only recently been 

recruited to the Arcturus before its mission through time, reported as the indications on the helm console flashed and beeped to life. 

 “Aye, sirrr...no rrresponse, sirrr.  They’rrre ignorrring us,” Communications Officer Pensador M’Pazz reported from his station. 

 On the main viewscreen, the antique Klingon ship maneuvered toward the Arcturus with disruptors blazing.  Milliseconds later 

the starship rocked with the blast. 

 “Bridge,” the voice of the half-Vulcan T’Veer, the starship’s assistant chief engineer, said over the intercom.  “We have sustained 

damage to decks twelve through fourteen from the disruptor barrage.  Extent of damage currently undetermined.  Registering minor 

damage to the warp nacelles.  They have not been damaged badly enough to be concerned about a core breech, but the damage is sufficient 

enough to warrant a suggestion not to utilize them.  We also have no transporter power at present.” 

 “Get on repairs right away, Lieutenant!” Ackermann yelled to the intercom.  “Sickbay, report!” 

 “T’Sendra here, sir.  Only minor injuries to report at present,” the Vulcan Ton Shi calmly reported.  “No serious injuries or 

fatalities as yet, though we are recalling all medical personnel to assist.” 

 “Excellent.  Mister Schwazz, let’s catch them off-guard.  Fire a full phaser/torpedo mix followed by a second full spread of 

torpedoes.” 

 “Aye, sir!” 

 The spacescape flashed with light.  Most of the Arcturus’ ordnance struck their target, and the enemy vessel rocked in place – arcs 

of energy erupting from the hull, but those deadly arms were still there, waiting. 

 “Sir, they have sustained major damage to all systems except impulse engines, life support, and those arms,” Lt Idrisu reported.  

“Tthose things were originally strong enough to crush us, but with the damage we’ve caused, they can only hold us while they get their 

weapon systems back on line.  They’re not defeated, but they have been delayed.” 

 As the crew prepared for their next attack on the Imperial Bird-of-Prey, the enemy ship suddenly flickered and disappeared. 

 “I thought you said that thing didn’t have a cloaking device, Lieutenant?!?” Ackermann exclaimed. 

 “It didn’t,” Idrisu insisted just as the vessel reappeared directly over the Arcturus.  Slowly it descended on its enemy, closing the 

surprised ship in its wings.  As the gripper wings latched onto the Federation starship, the Arcturus lurched as the Bird-of-Prey engaged its 

impulse engines. 

 “We’ve been caught, sir,” Idrisu stated the obvious.  “According to these readings, the Bird-of-Prey channeled whatever power it 

had in reserve into their transporter in order to simulate a transwarp engine. They transported with their ‘claws’ over us and will have their 

disruptors back on line in five minutes, forty-two seconds.  I apologize for having overlooked their transporter circuitry status.” 

 “Time for that later,” Ackermann said dismissively.  “Mister Xelisna, counteract their engine force vector.  I don’t want them 

moving us from this spot.”  The Admiral paused as he mentally went over every maneuver he had read about and every piece of equipment 



the Arcturus was armed with.  Suddenly, he excitedly yelled into the intercom panel, “Security, send out two men in a warpsled-equipped 

shuttle each, immediately.  Have them move those ‘claws’ off of us!  Prepare to disengage shields to allow passage by the shuttles, Mister 

Schwazz.” 

 “Aye, sair,” the Terran security officer Tristan Phobos responded through the intercom in his thick French accent.  “We’ll have 

zose theengs off us--immediatement!  I shall send Messieurs Wesson and Smith, sir.” 

 The shields dropped for mere seconds as two shuttles appeared on the viewscreen, maneuvering around toward the saucer hull of 

the Arcturus.  As they approached each wing-tip, the shuttles engaged their tractor beams on the Bird’s ‘wings’ and – facing in opposite 

directions – engaged their warp drive.  Both starships and shuttles groaned at the strain, each threatening to disintegrate. 

 “I’m detecting structural fractures forming in the wings of the Bird-of-Prey, Admiral,” Idrisu reported. 

 “Keep pulling!” Ackermann encouraged the two shuttle pilots. 

 “I think it’s working!” Idrisu added a moment later. 

 With a sickening shriek, both wings of the Bird-of-Prey finally snapped off.  As the shuttles moved quickly away from the 

Arcturus, they deactivated their tractors and allowed the torn wings to drift away, burning up as they hit the atmosphere.  With the Arcturus 

free, Ackermann ordered the crew to bring the ship around and weapons to bear on the disabled Klingon vessel. 

 

* * * 

 

 Back on the planet’s surface, the trapped landing party was valiantly trying to escape the trap in which they were caught. 

  “Sir, this stuff’s duroplas, the same material that they made our riot shields out of back in the twenty-third century,” Maddox 

explained, studying the material in which they were trapped.  “It’s completely resistant to phaser fire and seems to be treated with a 

chemical that makes even communication with the Arcturus impossible.  However…”  The security chief looked at his Horta shipmate as 

he added, “It is probably not impenetrable to certain acids.  Navahrish, if you secreted your metal destroying acid onto this trap, you might 

be able to melt a tunnel through this polymer that we can use to escape.” 

 “->Tchht<- I’ll try, sir, but I don’t know if it’ll work,” the Horta replied through his vocorder.  “Duroplas is pretty 

‘everything-proof.’” 

 Navahrish moved away from the other members of the away team, then started to secrete the naturally-occurring acid his species 

used to move through the rocks of their homeworld Janus VI.  Slowly but surely, the acid began to dissolve the floor of the makeshift 

prison, then the ground under the duroplas began to give.  Eventually, the Horta seemed to disappear, only to reappear outside the cell, 

forming an escape tunnel which was quickly utilized by the other members of the landing party, careful not to let their exposed skin touch 

anyplace where residue of the acid still smoked and hissed. 

 “Mr. Maddox, how much time has passed since we beamed down?” Commodore Johnson inquired once the entire landing party 

had escaped. 

 “About twenty-two minutes, sir,” Maddox responded.  “Eight more minutes until the Arcturus checks in with us.” 

 

* * * 

 

 “Sir, the Bird-of-Prey has lost primary maneuverability, but they have restored power to their secondary disruptor banks.  They 

are now attempting to train their weapons on our warp nacelles using their RCS thrusters,” Idrisu reported from the readings displayed on 

his bridge console monitor. 

 “Not if I can help it, Mister Idrisu,” Ackermann said with a smile.  “Engineering, lock tractor beam on the rear of the Bird.  Turn 

the ship away from us!” 

 The Arcturus’ main tractor beam engaged, locking on the aft quarter of the Klingon vessel.  The ship was slowly rotated so that it 

pointed away from the Arcturus. 

 “Now lock pressor beams on the ship and push it away from us at one-quarter impulse power...NOW!” 

 The de-winged Bird-of-Prey lurched forward as the pressor beam contacted the ship.  Faster and faster the wingless Bird moved 

until it was out of range of the Arcturus systems. 

 “Enemy Bird-of-Prey is moving away at sixty-seven million KPH,” T’Veer reported through the intercom. 

 “Excellent.  Damage report, Mister T’Veer,” Ackermann requested after hearing the good news--his plan had succeeded! 

 “Sir, we have sustained minimal damage to several systems, including transporter circuits.  At this very moment, damage control 

crews are working on repairs to all circuits,” the Vulcan-Human engineer reported. 

 “That’s terrific, Lieutenant.  Keep up the good work.  Mister Idrisu, how long has it been since the landing party beamed down?” 

 “Twenty-nine minutes, twenty-six seconds, Admiral.” 

 “Well, we cut that one pretty close, didn’t we?  Arcturus to landing party,” Ackermann said with a smirk as he called down to the 

planet’s surface. 

 “Johnson here, Bryan,” the commodore’s voice quickly replied.  “We’ve been trapped down here in a duroplas cube since we first 

beamed down.” 

 “Are you in need of immediate assistance?” Ackermann inquired, quickly losing his smirk. 

 “Negative.  We managed to escape the cube with the help of Mister Navahrish.  Good thing he was on the landing… I mean, 

away team.  How’ve you people back on ‘Mother Ship’ up there been?” 

 “Oh, we just had a run-in with an antique Klingon Imperial Bird-of-Prey.  We won’t have transporter power for several more 



minutes.  Otherwise, we’re fine.” 

 “An Imperial Bird-of-Prey?!?  I…” 

 “I’ll explain it to you after we beam you aboard, Eric.  You won’t believe it.” 

 

* * * 

 

 Back on board the Arcturus an hour later, the command staff was in the briefing room, discussing both of the simultaneous 

incidents. 

 “Not only did we find ourselves in a trap planetside, but the ship was attacked by a Klingon ship that’s as out of date as we are!  I 

want to know what’s going on!  It’s almost like they knew we were coming,” Johnson yelled. 

 “Captain, it is possible, even likely, that they were aware of our approach:  this colony was originally established by the 

Federation,” Baael reported. 

 “Even so, would Starfleet Command allow such information to leak out to a potential ‘enemy’?” Johnson asked as he calmed 

down.  The commodore then activated the intercom on the briefing room table.  “Mister Fil, try to contact the main colony.  Let’s try a 

different approach.  Stealth obviously isn’t the appropriate direction, so let’s try some diplomacy.” 

 “Aye, sir,” came the Catullan’s response. 

 “Baael, figure out how many other ships they have.  I want to know types, origins, and capabilities.  I don’t want any more 

surprises.” 

 “Acknowledged!” Baael responded. 

 “Solak, form a new landing party.  Prepare to beam directly down into the city.  That should keep the landing party out of any 

more traps.  I don’t think the colonists would place traps in the middle of their own city.” 

 “A logical conclusion,” Solak agreed.  “I will begin immediately, sir.” 

 The intercom whisted, followed by Fil’s voice saying, “Sir, the colony governor will speak to you now.” 

 “Thank you, Mister Fil.  I’ll be up to the bridge in just a moment.”  Johnson then deactivated the intercom and looked at his 

mission operations officer.  “Solak, depending on the outcome of this conversation, I may accompany the landing party, so allow for that 

variable.”  Solak acknowledged. 

 On the bridge a couple of minutes later, the face of a Klingon man in full military regalia looked back at Johnson from the 

viewscreen. 

 “I am Khothyar, Governor of Tilkabor III, the first joint Free Worlds of Qo’noS/United Federation of Planets colonization effort. 

 Who are you and what do you want with us?” 

 “Governor Khothyar, I am Commodore Eric Johnson in command of the Federation starship USS Arcturus.  Starfleet Command 

has sent us here to either confirm or disprove reports that your colony is massing a small fleet of ships with which you plan to increase 

tensions between the United Federation of Planets and the Tholian Assembly.”  There was a brief silence from the other end while 

Khothyar apparently discussed the accusation with his staff.  After several moments, the Klingon returned his attention to Johnson. 

 “Commodore Johnson, we are a peaceful group on this colony...” 

 “Let’s cut through all the diplomatic niceties, Khothyar,” Johnson said.  “My ship was attacked by a Klingon Imperial Bird-of-

Prey.  Starfleet records indicate that the Klingon Empire sold that ship to this colony forty years ago.  Was the crew of the attacking ship 

that committed an act of war part of your ‘peaceful group’?”  Johnson allowed his emotions to surface mildly, not only because the last 

time he saw a Klingon face to face it was on the wrong end of a disruptor rifle, but because Khothyar was so obviously lying to him. 

 Without any warning, the communication flashed out and the planet as seen from orbit once again filled the viewscreen.  “Go to 

red alert, Mr. Solak,” Johnson ordered.  “I don’t think there’s going to be a landing party.  Baael, where is that report on their capabilities?” 

 “Captain, sensors indicate the colony has four other operable ships.  Two are modified Federation scouts, one is a standard B'rel-

class Klingon Bird-of-Prey, and the fourth is a Romulan Bird-of-Prey.  All four ships are designs used during the early to mid-twenty-third 

century, even pre-dating the Arcturus.  The Klingon ship has no cloaking device while the Romulan ship has no standard warp drive.  All 

four ships have left the spaceport and are approaching us at one-eighth impulse power in tight formation.” 

 “Johnson to Timinar, tell me you have a surprise ready for them,” Johnson nearly pleaded into the intercom.  The ships may have 

seemed archaic, even more so than the Arcturus was in their current century, but four of them simultaneously would most likely be a 

problem. 

 “As a matter of fact, I do, Commodore.  Preparing torpedo tube one right now.  Once it leaves the ship, get ready to jump into 

maximum warp to get out of its range,” Commander Peter Timinar’s voice said through the intercom speaker on Johnson’s chair even as 

the Romulan ship vanished from the screen as it activated its cloak. 

 “Out of range of what?” Johnson asked. 

 “No time to explain, Commodore, just be prepared to move quickly,” Timinar said, reversing the traditional commanding 

officer/chief engineer relationship by having the bridge stand ready to squeeze extra power out of the ship. 

 As the three visible ships maneuvered closer to the Arcturus in orbit, a torpedo launched from the starboard side torpedo tube on 

the neck of the Tikopai-class starship.  As the torpedo casing cleared the hull of the ship, the Arcturus’ warp engines activated, propelling 

the ship far from the planet’s orbit.  In the starship’s wake, the oval shaped device activated, flashing like a beacon.  Just as the three warp-

capable Tilkabor ships were preparing to follow the Arcturus out of orbit, all three ships lost power, starting to drift.  Seconds later, the 

Romulan ship de-cloaked, also dead in space. 

 “Commodore, all four ships’ electronic systems have been disabled,” reported Solak from mission ops.  “They have no engine 



power whatsoever.  Nor do they have weapons or defensive capabilities.  They have no casualties.” 

 “Good, good!” Johnson said before returning his attention to the intercom.  “Mister Timinar, NOW can you tell us what that thing 

was?” 

 “The photon torpedo casing was modified with a device which creates an electro-magnetic pulsation,” Timinar replied.  “This 

interferes with any and all electronic equipment, particularly of the era when these ships were built.  That’s why we needed the Arcturus 

out of orbit before it activated.”  Timinar sounded proud of his new device.  His experiment had worked.  He was able to create an electro-

magnetic pulse without a hazardous atomic explosion. 

 “Terrific job, Mister Timinar.  I’ll see that you get a commendation for saving the ship time, energy, and possible lives.  Of 

course, I’ll also have to punish you for wasting the photon torpedo casing,” Johnson mirthfully continued with as much of a serious tone as 

he could muster. 

 “WHAT?!?” a confused Peter Timinar screamed over the intercom. 

 “Just kidding, Pete.  You deserve the commendation.” 

 Johnson’s conversation with his chief engineer was interrupted by his communications officer. 

 “Sir,” Arbelo called from his station.  “Communiqué coming in from Starfleet Command.” 

 “On screen, Mister Arbelo.” 

 With a blink, the field of stars outside the Tilkabor system was replaced by the image of Admiral K’Tik’s face on the viewscreen. 

 Both officers offered their standard greetings before the admiral asked, “Commodore, how does the mission proceed?” 

 “Admiral, although the Klingon governor of the Tilkabor Colony neither denies nor accepts the accusation made against them, the 

small fleet the colony has been amassing has been disabled in orbit around the planet.  Another Starfleet vessel can be sent at any time to 

transport those crews to a nearby penal colony where they may await trial,” Johnson reported proudly. 

 “Wonderful, Commodore,” K’Tik responded.  “Your next mission should be rather simple by comparison.  The Arcturus is to 

rendezvous with the transport vessel Phoenix.  You are to carry both the crew and the Vulcan scientist they are transporting to the twentieth 

interstellar geophysical conference on Memory Alpha.” 

 “Understood, Admiral.  We await the details,” Johnson said. 

 After receiving the transmission describing the rendezvous point and their mission details, the Commodore ordered the Arcturus 

on its new course, then waited for shift change so he could get some rest.  As he headed for his quarters, he thought about what seemed 

almost an omen that the transport was named the Phoenix.  After all, that was the exact word he used to describe the Arcturus shortly after 

the end of his first mission in command of the starship all those decades ago.  Once again the phoenix had risen from the ashes.  The legend 

about the immortal bird known as the Arcturus continued.  “What was that ancient saying?” Johnson asked himself as the doors to his 

quarters opened before him and he stepped inside, ready to pull off his uniform jacket.  “The more things change, the more they remain the 

same?”  Surely the human who wrote that somehow had the Arcturus in mind.  ‘The USS Arcturus,’ Johnson thought to himself.  ‘The 

place where change is the only constant.’  As he finished his thought, Johnson noticed two ensigns holding pails near the door to Baael’s 

quarters. 

 “Sir, may we... um… borrow something from your quarters?” one ensign, who was wearing a thermal suit called through Baael’s 

open door. 

 Johnson figured Baael must have agreed, because the other ensign began shouting, “Thank you!” 

 “All right!” they both said in unison as they filled their pails with the microscopic ice crystals that lined Baael’s floor several 

inches deep.  The ensigns then began molding those crystals into spheres and throwing them at each other until they noticed the 

commodore watching the snowball fight from his own door. 

 “Um...er...Would you like to play, too, Commodore?” one of the ensigns asked Johnson, offering his pail of snow. 

 “No, thanks,” Johnson laughed as he turned and entered his own quarters, adding, “Maybe another time, though.” 

 “Wow,” the other ensign said to the first.  “We’re gonna have a snowball fight with the Commodore!” 

 The snowballs continued to fly back and forth as Johnson’s door closed.  Then, as he removed his uniform jacket and placed it on 

one of the nearby chairs, he noticed a note sitting on the deck where his bunk used to be.  Picking it up as he shook his head, he read the 

note, which said:  “Dear Eric, I lost my bed in a poker game with Adm. K’Tik.  Hope you don’t mind that I borrowed yours.”  It ended in a 

signature that looked suspiciously like an admiral’s bars with the letters A, C, and K inscribed on it. 

 Too tired to chase after his first officer, Johnson simply pulled out a blanket and fell asleep on his sofa, a soothing rainbow of 

colors flying past his window caused by the Doppler shift of stars in warp drive. 

 

The End 


